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FOREWORD BY THE
ACCOUNTANT IN BANKRUPTCY
AND AGENCY CHIEF
EXECUTIVE

THIS YEAR’S REPORT RECORDS THE OUTCOME OF THE
CONSIDERABLE EFFORT, ENERGY AND ENTHUSIASM OF
THE STAFF IN AIB THAT I HAVE BEEN PRIVILEGED TO VIEW
AT CLOSE QUARTERS. WE SET OUT HERE HOWWE HAVE
RESPONDED TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES WITHIN
WHICH WE WORK AND TO THE KEY COMMITMENTS WE
GAVE IN OUR BUSINESS STRATEGY FOR THE PERIOD
2006-2011. I HOPE READERS WILL GET THE SENSE OF
SUCCESS THAT HAS BEEN A CONTINUING THREAD
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.



Major successes included:
> delivering the anticipated changes arising from the Bankruptcy and
Diligence etc. (Scotland) Act 2007, both the legislation needed and the
internal case management related changes;

> providing appropriate training and publicity;
> building constructive relationships with our varied group of stakeholders;
> launching our new case management system;
> developing a business modelling tool; and
> publishing our procurement strategy.

We continued to invest in the health and wellbeing of staff so as to encourage the
view that AiB is a workplace of choice. We have all worked hard but have
benefited individually from our well developed training and development strategy.

At the time of writing the changes in the economic climate mean that there is
increased interest in our work and our ability to contribute to the mix of
solutions that will be needed to deliver the Scottish Government’s economic
agenda. I am confident that the abilities and creativity of all sections of AiB
will ensure that we play our part during these tough times.

Looking to the future, the improvements we have made over the last few years
in how we deliver our responsibilities and the plans we have laid for further
improvements to the high quality of public service expected of us, will enable
us to continue to roll out our business strategy. This in turn will keep us at the
cutting edge of public service delivery.

Finally, as with previous reports I am keen that readers who are not so familiar
with the very technical aspects of our work can read about our year without
reaching for the technical manual. If you have suggestions for how we can improve
further please let me know. I am always happy to receive constructive feedback. 3

The Accountant in Bankruptcy and Agency Chief Executive
28 October 2008



OUR ROLE
AND PURPOSE
WHOWE ARE
Accountant in Bankruptcy is an Executive Agency of
the Scottish Government under the terms of the
Scotland Act 1998. The Agency operates
independently and impartially whilst remaining
directly accountable to Scottish Ministers. The Chief
Executive is also The Accountant in Bankruptcy (the
Accountant), who is an independent statutory
officer appointed under section 1 of the Bankruptcy
(Scotland) Act 1985, as amended.

AiB is responsible for supervising the process of
personal bankruptcy and recording corporate
insolvencies in Scotland. The Agency also has
responsibility for policy issues regarding
bankruptcy, corporate insolvency and the Scottish
law of diligence. Further information on the Agency
can be found on our website: www.aib.gov.uk

We also administer the Debt Arrangement Scheme
(DAS). You can find out more about DAS at the
website: www.moneyscotland.gov.uk

WHATWE DO
The Accountant in Bankruptcy supervises the
process of bankruptcy in Scotland. The objectives of
the Agency are to:

> develop policy for personal and corporate
insolvency and diligence in Scotland;

> generally supervise the regulation of the
sequestration process including the
performance of trustees and commissioners in
the exercise of their statutory duty;

> determine debtors' applications for bankruptcy;

>maintain a public Register of Insolvencies (RoI),
which records details of sequestrations awarded
by the Scottish courts or the Accountant in
Bankruptcy. The Register also records Protected
Trust Deeds (PTDs), Bankruptcy Restriction
Orders and Undertakings (BRO/BRUs) and
company insolvencies;

> act as trustee in all sequestrations awarded by
the Accountant in Bankruptcy, where the
Accountant does not appoint a person to be the
trustee (by virtue of Section 2(1B) of the Act);

> act as trustee in all sequestrations awarded by
the sheriff courts, where a sheriff does not
appoint a person to be trustee (by virtue of
Section 2(2C) of the Act);

> act as interim trustee before the award of
sequestration except in those cases where an
alternative interim trustee is appointed when
nominated by the petitioning creditor (by virtue
of Section 2(6)(b) of the Act);

> act as trustee on the resignation or death of the
original trustee and no new trustee is elected (by
virtue of Sections 28(5)(a) and 28A(2)(b) of the Act);

> be responsible for the registration of company
insolvency documents required to be filed by
receivers and liquidators in terms of the
Insolvency Act 1985;

> undertake the functions of commissioners in
bankruptcies where none are elected by
creditors; and

> develop policy for DAS and act as DAS
Administrator; maintaining the DAS Register,
approving Debt Payment Programmes (DPP) and
approving money advisors and payment
distributors to operate under the DAS
arrangements.

General advice on the bankruptcy process and
trust deeds can be found on our website:
www.aib.gov.uk or by telephoning our helpline on
0845 762 6171.
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OUR VISION IS TO PROVIDE AN
IMPARTIAL, EFFICIENT AND
EFFECTIVE PUBLIC SERVICE
THAT MEETS THE NEEDS AND
EXPECTATIONS OF ALL OUR
STAKEHOLDERS WHILST AT
THE SAME TIME FULFILS OUR
STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS.
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OUR VISION,
AIM AND VALUES

VISION
Our vision is to provide an impartial, efficient and effective public service that
meets the needs and expectations of all our stakeholders whilst at the same
time fulfils our statutory obligations.

AIM
Our aim is to administer the bankruptcy process and the Debt Arrangement
Scheme efficiently and effectively in an independent and impartial manner,
taking account of the rights and interests of those involved.

VALUES
We will exemplify the values of integrity, honesty, objectivity and impartiality
and ensure that our activities are:

> Independent;

> Responsive;

> Fair; and

> Open.
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OUR STAKEHOLDERS
POLICE

DEBTORS

INSOLVENCY PRACTITIONERS

REGISTERS OF SCOTLAND

DEBT ADVISORY GROUPS

SHERIFF COURTS

SCOTTISH CONSUMER COUNCIL

CREDIT UNIONS

SCOTTISH MINISTERS

PUBLIC SECTOR BODIES

MONEY ADVICE SCOTLAND

NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF SCOTLAND

COUNCIL OF MORTGAGE LENDERS

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
OF SCOTLAND (ICAS)

CROWN OFFICE

INSOLVENCY SERVICE, ENGLAND, WALES
AND NORTHERN IRELAND AND ABROAD

COURT OF SESSION

CITIZEN’S ADVICE SCOTLAND

INSTITUTE OF PAYROLL PROFESSIONALS

SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT

SCOTTISH COURT SERVICE

CREDITORS

CREDIT ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

SCOTTISH CLEARING BANKS

HM REVENUE AND CUSTOMS

SHELTER

COMMUNITIES SCOTLAND

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES COMMISSION

GENERAL PUBLIC

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

EUROPEAN COMMISSION (EU INSOLVENCY
LEGISLATION)

SMASO - SOCIETY OF MESSENGER-AT-ARMS
AND SHERIFF OFFICERS

SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT

LAW SOCIETY
FOR SCOTLAND
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INTRODUCTION
Once more, 2007-08 was a year of significant change for the Agency, with the
focus primarily on preparation for bankruptcy reforms introduced by the
Bankruptcy and Diligence etc. (Scotland) Act 2007. The new legislation brought
substantial transformation to bankruptcy in Scotland and to many of the
activities of the Agency.

Successful implementation was achieved by working toward the key themes
identified in our Business Strategy 2006-2011. This Management Commentary
highlights some of the progress made throughout the year.

DEVELOPING POLICY
Our first full year of responsibility for policy development has been an exciting
one. We are now starting to realise the benefits envisaged when the Scottish
Government chose to combine bankruptcy policy development and delivery
functions within the Agency. We also worked hard at ensuring good
communication and dialogue with Ministers in the new administration
following the Scottish elections last May.

Part 1 of the Bankruptcy and Diligence etc. (Scotland) Act 2007, relating to
personal insolvency legislation, came into full force on 1 April 2008 when
bankruptcy reforms and changes to Protected Trust Deeds were implemented.
Statutory Instruments to support the changes were successfully introduced
including regulations for bankruptcy, Protected Trust Deeds and the Low
Income Low Assets (LILA) route into bankruptcy.

Customer information leaflets, forms and debtor application packs were
completely redesigned to support the smooth introduction of the revised
legislation. We consulted widely with stakeholders through workshops and
seminars to involve and empower those who would be affected by the changes.
This resulted in closer working relationships with our stakeholders and
greater sharing of information.

We also reviewed the existing AiB fees for the first time in almost a decade,
bringing them closer into line with inflation. New fees were introduced to
support new functions such as the determination of debtor applications. This
has given a solid foundation for a more comprehensive financial review that
will ensure a sustainable financial model moving into the future.

In addition to our policy responsibility for personal insolvency, we have taken a
more proactive approach to corporate insolvency policy in Scotland. This is
expected to produce a review of corporate insolvency and recommendations for
modernising this area of law during 2008-09.

Building on our policy involvement in insolvency issues, policy responsibility for
diligence was transferred to the Agency in September 2007. In taking on this
responsibility from the Scottish Government, we reviewed the timeline for
implementation and the policy intention of the diligence reforms in the
Bankruptcy and Diligence etc. (Scotland) Act 2007. We were subsequently able
to commence several of the reforms on 1 April 2008 and are actively working
on further changes.

10
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COMMENTARY
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CAPABILITY TO
DEVELOP AND

DELIVER
POLICY...”
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MANAGING THE BUSINESS
Following two years of substantial growth in demand for our services, the
number of bankruptcies levelled off slightly during 2007-08, although we still
experienced a 4% rise in awards. The number of Protected Trust Deeds
registered during the year showed a dip for the first time, decreasing by 10%
on the 2006-07 figures.

FIGURE 1: SEQUESTRATIONS AND PROTECTED TRUST DEEDS 2002-2008

Reforms to the Debt Arrangement Scheme were introduced in June 2007,
including freezing interest on debt, and had an immediate impact.

During 2007-08, 162 Debt Payment Plans were approved, representing an
increase of nearly 400% on 2006-07. At the end of the reporting year, the total
debt recorded in the scheme stood at almost £42m, compared with just £3.4m
at 31 March 2007. All 32 Scottish local authorities now have coverage of an
approved money adviser.

The value of funds, mainly unclaimed dividends ‘consigned’ to the Agency,
continued to rise. The amount of funds held rose by 23% to over £4.1m,
resulting in £11.1m of funds managed as at 31 December 2007.

This historically high level of activity was managed throughout the year while
also preparing the Agency, its systems and stakeholders, for the
implementation of the new legislation. As part of that preparation, our
operational teams were restructured with specialised teams introduced to
handle correspondence, accounts and supervision.

A Business Modelling tool was developed to enable the Agency to assess a
range of future scenarios to support decision-making. The modelling tool
provides a mirror of the activities carried out by the Agency to assess activity
time and cost, enabling resources to be better managed and providing the
ability to assess the impact of change.

The modelling tool will help us continuously improve the structure of the
organisation to ensure this is sufficiently robust to deliver bankruptcy reforms
and achieve its objectives.
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MODERNISING SERVICE
During the year, we passed a major milestone in our Business Strategy with
the launch of our new case management system, MIDAS (Multifunctional
Insolvency Database & Administration System), on 22 May 2007.

The introduction of a modern, efficient and sustainable case management
system allowed us to meet the demands placed by the new Act and was a key
objective for the Agency. Its implementation brought significant change to the
way the Agency operated and assisted with the smooth implementation of new
legislation in April 2008. It is now well imbedded into the organisation and a
further phase of development is underway to increase its functionality.

As well as improving our internal systems, our website (www.aib.gov.uk) was
redeveloped to provide a modern and clear mechanism to communicate with
our customers and stakeholders. Content of the site was reviewed and
substantially amended to provide accurate information on the new legislation.
The site will continue to be developed with the aim of introducing online
functionality to deliver many of our services electronically. Our aim is for the
site to become a recognised gateway to our services.

We also commenced work on the development of a new arrangement for our
contracted-out insolvency services. The current arrangement appoints private
sector insolvency practitioners as ‘Agents’ of The Accountant in Bankruptcy and
is used to manage around two thirds of our caseload. The new contract, when
implemented, will put an enhanced focus on contract management with
providers enabling the Agency and its providers to focus on delivering to best
meet the needs of customers and stakeholders.

12 “…DELIVERING MODERN
SERVICES THAT MEET THE
NEEDS OF OUR CUSTOMERS
AND STAKEHOLDERS.”



SUPPORTING THE BUSINESS
In January 2008, we commenced a new way of
supporting our ICT hardware and software. Rather
than duplicate expertise and capacity in the public
sector, all the Agency’s information and
communication needs are now managed through a
ground breaking, managed, service arrangement
with our colleagues at the Scottish Government’s
Information Systems Information Services (ISIS)
Directorate.

As well as delivering savings, this arrangement
allows the Agency to focus on the business
requirements of our ICT Strategy without retaining
the extensive range of technical skills required for
delivery.

We have also continued our push to enhance
internal financial skills. As well as reviewing our
processes for management accounting, a
budgeting policy was introduced along with
supporting templates and instructions for budget
preparations.

As a result, comprehensive budgets were prepared
for 2008-09 with a high degree of engagement by
budget managers. This benefited the decision
making process due to improved forecasting. This
is an ongoing process and future improvements are
planned during 2008-09.

We launched a Procurement Strategy to develop
and improve procurement policy and procedures
across the Agency. The Purchase to Pay (P2P)
system was reviewed and additional functionality

introduced providing an end-to-end process for
procurement. This resulted in a more streamlined
approach to procurement, reducing costs while
increasing financial control and stability.

As well as a formal contribution of over £700k to
the Efficient Government Agenda, we have
continued to seek efficiency savings though ‘shared
services’ by taking advantage of Scottish
Government systems wherever possible. During the
year, we moved to the Scottish Government’s flexi
system for attendance management, joined their
property support contract for the management of
our building and migrated to the eHR system for
the online managing of routine staffing matters.
These systems have benefited the Agency by
freeing up resources and providing a streamlined
and standardised service to the business.

Responding to internal staff surveys, we developed
an Internal Communications Strategy to ensure staff
received the information required to enable them to
do their job more effectively. A key objective of our
Internal Communications Strategy was to develop a
comprehensive intranet site as the main internal
communication channel and information tool.

Again utilising the Scottish Government’s
available systems, the new site was embedded in
the SG’s intranet and launched in December 2007
to provide all staff with a central point to retrieve
relevant and up to date information in a user-
friendly format. The communications strategy will
be further embedded for all staff throughout the
coming year.

13
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INVESTING FOR THE FUTURE
A significant amount of work was carried out to
prepare the business for the implementation of the
reforms and to shape the organisation for the future.

Recruitment to secure additional resources to
support the additional functions of the reforms was
completed and in-house training on the new
legislation and case management system was
delivered successfully.

Further in-house training to support staff
development was delivered including Plain English,
customer service, telephone skills and personal
safety training. Once again, the ‘Effective Manager’
programme ran internally to support and develop
our first time line managers.

The Agency maintained its investment in
community partnerships by again participating in
the Work Experience programme offering pupils
from the local area the opportunity to gain an
understanding of the activities of our Agency and to
carry out practical office based tasks.

We continued to develop our Environmental
Management System to reduce any harmful side
effects of our operational activities. We produced
and published our 2006-07 Environmental
Performance Report and set targets for
improvement during 2007-08. A reduction in energy
costs, water usage and paper consumption was
achieved as a result of resource reducing initiatives
and staff awareness campaigns.

A ‘Green Team’ was established to suggest and
take forward environmental projects to further
improve performance. The first activity carried out
by the Green Team was a biodiversity workshop
involving the local ranger service. Full details of
environmental activities and improvements will be
published in the 2007-08 Environmental
Performance Report.

We take the health and wellbeing of all our staff
very seriously. During the year, the Healthy
Working Lives (HWL) committee carried out various
campaigns to encourage staff to lead an active and
healthy lifestyle. We continued to work towards the
HWL silver award category and aim to
attain this in the near future.

The Agency also achieved a commendation in the
Scottish Government Excellence Awards for
fundraising activities which displayed significant
community spirit and team work.

FUTURE CHALLENGES
In 2008-09, our efforts will focus on managing the
bankruptcy reforms, including the introduction of
the new Low Income Low Asset (LILA) route to
bankruptcy. As this opens up bankruptcy to a new
stream of customers, estimates of demand are
variable. We will be monitoring the LILA scheme
carefully during the year to ensure it continues to
meet its policy intentions.

The other main objectives we will focus on are
procuring our contract for insolvency services and
undertaking a review of our funding arrangements
to ensure that our objectives are delivered with the
best possible use of public funds.

Replacing the Agents contract is a key plank of our
business plan and will bring benefits of a
modernised contract to customers, providers and
the Agency.

We will also continue to develop the MIDAS case
management system to bring further functionality
and efficiency to our operations.

To ensure successful delivery of our business
objectives for the coming year, we will continuously
review our resources, organisational structure and
processes, making certain that we have the right
people in the right place to provide our services to
the people of Scotland.

Gillian Thompson
The Accountant in Bankruptcy and
Agency Chief Executive
28 October 2008

“…WILL INVEST IN ITS PEOPLE TO
BUILD THE BEST POSSIBLE
ORGANISATION…”
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SUMMARY OF AIB
PERFORMANCE

* Meeting the target relies on the cooperation of debtors rather than the performance of the Agency and the current reported
outturn reflects the Agency’s first attempted contact with debtors and is consistent with prior year reporting.

** Due to problems with the transfer of data mid-year to the new case management system, MIDAS, certain figures could not be
reliably obtained for comparison reasons.

(1) No performance target has been set, this being determined by the individual cases under administration and proceeds arising
therefrom.

(2) The reduction this year is attributable to operating costs having increased over the relocation period, and fee income having
decreased following concluding cases earlier in prior years.

1. SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE AGAINST OUR MAIN TARGETS

Performance (%) in year April to March

Target (%) 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

Reply to correspondence within 10 working
days. 90 87 90 94 99

Audit permanent trustee accounts within
4 weeks of receipt. 95 95 98 99 96

Examine Sederunt books within 6 weeks
of receipt. 95 99 98 98 87

Pay invoices within 30-day credit period. 100 96 97 98 93.2

Request Act and Warrant within 28 days of
the circular to creditors. 100 100 90 98 99

Interview debtors within 20 working days
of case allocation.* 100 100 98 100 100

Pay dividends to creditors in
non-summary sequestrations. 25 17 25 34 n/a**

Pay dividends to creditors in
summary sequestrations. 9 11 14 8 n/a**

2. SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE AS COST OF ADMINISTERING SEQUESTRATIONS

2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08

Gross costs per discharged case (£) 1,535 1,704 1,717 n/a**

Net costs per discharged case (£) 777 731 775 n/a**

Fees and repayments of operating costs (1) 48.9% 36.3% (2) 40.1% 42.7%





STATISTICAL
INFORMATION

APPENDIX 1

Note: Numbers of awards have not been seasonally adjusted.
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SEQUESTRATIONS AND PROTECTED TRUST DEEDS BY QUARTER 2007-08

2006-07 2007-08 2007-08 2007-08 2007-08
Quarter 4 Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 2007-08
Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Jul-Sep Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Total

Awards of sequestration by
petition type

Debtor petitions 652 653 659 619 580 2,511

Creditor petitions 839 861 782 823 769 3,235

Trustee petitions 126 92 104 121 95 412

Total awards 1,617 1,606 1,545 1,563 1,444 6,158

Protected Trust Deeds recorded 1,964 1,892 1,982 1,755 1,880 7,509
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The average time to wind up all sequestrations brought to an end by discharge of the
permanent trustee during the year was 5 years 2 months.

APPENDIX 2

SEQUESTRATIONS AND PROTECTED TRUST DEEDS 2002-2008

Protected Trust
Year ended 31 March Sequestrations awarded Deeds registered

2004 3,309 5,669

2005 3,521 6,141

2006 5,423 7,199

2007 5,885 8,298

2008 6,158 7,509

APPENDIX 3

TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES DISCHARGED

Year ended 31 March Sequestrations Protected Trust Deeds

2004 3,698 2,770

2005 3,680 2,919

2006 2,606 4,251

2007 3,325 5,490

2008 3,569 6,250
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1 Sequestrations recalled or disposed of other than by discharge of the permanent trustee.

APPENDIX 4

BANKRUPTCY (SCOTLAND) ACT 1985 (AS AMENDED)

Sequestrations awarded and concluded as at 31 March 2008 in terms of the
Bankruptcy (Scotland Act 1985) and in dependence during the year ended
31 March 2008

2006-07 2007-08

In dependence at start of year (live cases) 16,255 18,704

New awards 5,885 6,158

Total: 22,140 24,862

Less:

Recalls/disposals/discharges1 111 174

Sequestrations concluded by discharge
of the permanent trustee in which:

No dividend was paid to creditors 2,512 2,646

Dividend paid to preferred creditors only 118 222

Dividend paid to ordinary creditors 695 701

Total: 3,436 3,743

Cases in dependence at 31 March 18,704 21,119

APPENDIX 5

RESULTS OF SEQUESTRATIONS WOUND UP BY DIVISION OF FUNDS
FOLLOWED BY TRUSTEE’S DISCHARGE DURING THE YEAR ENDED
31 MARCH 2008.

a) During the year 923 sequestrations were wound up by division of funds.
The average time involved in winding these up (that is from the date of award
of sequestration to the date of the trustee's discharge) was 5 years 3 months.

b) The table below gives details of the estates wound up by division of funds
according to the rate of dividend paid.

2006-07 2007-08

Dividend paid to preferred creditors only 118 222

Dividend paid to ordinary creditors

Less than 25p per £ 318 265

Between 25p and 50p per £ 95 111

Between 50p and 75p per £ 54 58

Between 75p and 99p per £ 38 50

100p per £ plus interest 190 217

Sub-Total: 695 701

Total 813 923
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APPENDIX 6

NUMBER OF SEQUESTRATIONS AWARDED, BY SHERIFFDOM AND
SHERIFF COURT, IN THE YEAR TO 31 MARCH 2008

Awards per Sheriff Court
Sheriffdom (Sheriff Court) 2006-07 2007-08

Tayside, Central & Fife

Alloa 69 65

Arbroath 54 51

Cupar 65 100

Dundee 429 453

Dunfermline 191 259

Falkirk 231 202

Forfar 45 38

Kirkcaldy 247 217

Perth 170 185

Stirling 75 69

Total awards for Sheriffdom 1,576 1,639

South Strathclyde, Dumfries & Galloway

Airdrie 313 274

Ayr 147 158

Dumfries 85 110

Hamilton 408 421

Kirkcudbright 34 35

Lanark 64 59

Stranraer 39 35

Total awards for Sheriffdom 1,090 1,092

North Strathclyde

Campbeltown 22 19

Dumbarton 176 186

Dunoon 22 27

Greenock 82 90

Kilmarnock 247 243

Oban 22 18

Paisley 162 281

Rothesay 7 10

Total awards for Sheriffdom 740 874

Note: Included are 1,131 awards made in the Court of Session and remitted to the
appropriate Sheriff Court.
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APPENDIX 6 CONTINUED...

Awards per Sheriff Court
Sheriffdom (Sheriff Court) 2006-07 2007-08

Grampian, Highland & Islands

Aberdeen 252 247

Banff 16 22

Dingwall 32 23

Dornoch 3 6

Elgin 106 98

Fort William 28 23

Inverness 92 86

Kirkwall 20 13

Lerwick 12 5

Lochmaddy 4 10

Peterhead 76 57

Portree 22 14

Stonehaven 36 39

Stornoway 18 21

Tain 22 12

Wick 14 10

Total awards for Sheriffdom 753 686

Lothian & Borders

Duns 19 21

Edinburgh 467 533

Haddington 117 136

Jedburgh 27 23

Linlithgow 184 163

Peebles 18 9

Selkirk 34 35

Total awards for Sheriffdom 866 920

Glasgow & Strathkelvin

Glasgow 860 947

TOTAL AWARDS 5,885 6,158
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APPENDIX 7

DISTRIBUTION OF SEQUESTRATION CASES, IN THE YEAR TO 31 MARCH 2008

1. APPOINTMENT OF INTERIM TRUSTEE

a) Accountant in Bankruptcy

The Accountant was appointed interim trustee in 4,841 (79%) of the total number of
6,158 sequestration cases.

2006-07 2007-08

Appointments arising from:

Creditor petitions 2,488 2,521

Debtor petitions 2,059 1,949

Trustees under trust deeds 489 371

Total 5,036 4,841

Administered by:

Case Management Branch 1,857 1,830

Agents 3,179 3,011

Total 5,036 4,841

b) Insolvency Practitioners

An insolvency practitioner was nominated interim trustee in 1,317 (21%) cases of the total of 6,158.
Nominations arising from:

Creditor petitions 596 715

Debtor petitions 227 561

Trustees under trust deeds 26 41

Total 849 1,317

2. ELECTION/APPOINTMENT OF PERMANENT TRUSTEE

The Accountant in Bankruptcy was appointed permanent trustee in 3,824 of the total number of cases.
Apart from the 1041 cases where the interim trustee is still in office, the remaining 1,293 cases were
awarded to Insolvency Practitioners:

Elected 188 206

Appointed 709 1,087

Total 897 1,293
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APPENDIX 8

SEQUESTRATION FUNDS HELD BY THE AGENCY

Analysis of consignations receipts lodged and uplifted, 1 January 2002 to 31 December 2007

When a trustee has made a final division of a debtor’s estate, Section 57(1) of the Bankruptcy (Scotland)
Act 1985 requires that they consign any unapplied balances and unclaimed dividends in an appropriate
bank or institution in the name of the Accountant in Bankruptcy2. The Accountant holds these
consignation receipts for a period of 7 years. After this they are surrendered to HM Treasury. Anyone
entitled to receive sums consigned as unclaimed dividends is able to claim these from the Accountant at
any time whether it is either during or after this 7-year period.

2003 (£) 2004 (£) 2005 (£) 2006 (£) 2007 (£)

Previous year's balance b/fwd 1,561,773 2,445,244 3,369,469 5,407,929 8,500,951

Lodged as unclaimed dividends 912,592 1,027,562 2,379,752 3,349,492 4,112,842

Lodged as unapplied balances 79,478 125,708 113,384 187,533 212,269

Total Lodged 992,070 1,153,270 2,493,137 3,537,025 4,325,111

Less:
Transferred to Treasury after 7 years 89,821 146,424 113,054 154,187 216,637

Amount Uplifted 18,778 82,621 341,623 289,817 1,459,642

Balance c/fwd 2,445,244 3,369,469 5,407,929 8,500,950 11,149,782

Note: Above table may contain rounding differences.

2 The same holds true of trustees in trust deeds and the statistics include consignation receipts from these insolvency practitioners.

APPENDIX 9

BANKRUPTCY (SCOTLAND) ACT 1913

General Account at 31 March 2008 of the sequestrations awarded and re-opened and of those wound
up during the year, showing the number in dependence at the close.

2006-07 2007-08

Number of sequestrations in dependence on 31 December 9 9

Less:
Number of sequestrations wound up during the year in
which no dividend was paid to creditors 0 0

Number of sequestrations wound up during the year in which a
dividend was paid to creditors 0 0

Cases ‘written off’ in terms of section 159 of the Bankruptcy
(Scotland) Act 1913 0 0

Total: 0 0

Number of sequestrations in dependence on 31 December 9 9
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APPENDIX 10

PROTECTED TRUST DEEDS

1. Protected Trust Deeds registered and concluded as at 31 March 2008 in terms of Schedule 5 of the
Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act 1985 and in dependence during the accounting year 2007-08

2006-07 2007-08

Number of protected trust deeds recorded in the register
of insolvencies up to preceding 31 March 23,524 26,332

Protected trust deeds registered during year 8,298 7,509

Less:

Protected trust deeds concluded during the year in which
no dividend was paid to ordinary creditors 1,849 2,131

Protected trust deeds concluded during the year in which a
dividend was paid to ordinary creditors 3,641 4,119

Total: 5,490 6,250

Protected trust deeds remaining open on 31 March 26,332 27,591

2. Summary of results from Protected Trust Deeds concluded during this year by payment of a
dividend to ordinary creditors

2006-07 2007-08

Number of cases concluded by payments of a dividend 3,641 4,119

(£) (£)

Total receipts 41,517,365 56,291,394

Administration expenses3 20,241,759 26,493,823

Payments to creditors:4

Secured 3,042,369 5,025,954

Preferred 303,668 153,305

Ordinary 17,929,569 24,618,312

Total sum distributed 41,517,365 56,291,394

3 Expenses are derived since the inception of the trusteeship, i.e. not just in year.
4 Payments are derived since the inception of the trusteeship, i.e. not just in year.
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APPENDIX 10 CONTINUED...

PROTECTED TRUST DEEDS CONTINUED...

3. Average dividend paid in Protected Trust Deeds concluded during this year by payment of a
dividend (4,119 cases)

Average dividend of
Year Ending 31 March Protected Trust Deeds

2004 19.8p

2005 22.2p

2006 21.9p

2007 20.1p

2008 27.9p

4. Summary of results from Protected Trust Deeds concluded during this year with no payment of a
dividend to ordinary creditors

2006-07 2007-08

Number of cases concluded with no payments of
dividends to ordinary creditors 1,849 2,131

(£) (£)

Total receipts 7,003,976 7,720,120

Administration expenses5 6,035,301 6,724,608

Payments to creditors:6

Secured 787,612 952,501

Preferred 181,063 43,011

Total sum distributed 7,003,976 7,720,120

5 Expenses are derived since the inception of the trusteeship, i.e. not just in year.
6 Payments are derived since the inception of the trusteeship, i.e. not just in year.
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APPENDIX 11

COMPARISON OF OUTCOMES AMONGST TRUSTEES, AGENTS, & CASE MANAGEMENT BRANCH

Case
Private sector trustees Agents Management Branch
2006-07 2007-08 2006-07 2007-08 2006-07 2007-08

Cases concluded by permanent
trustee discharge 510 550 2,344 2,545 471 474

Number (and %) of cases with
dividend paid to preferred or 191 217 556 669 66 37
ordinary creditors (37.4%) (39.4%) (23.7%) (26.3%) (14.0%) (7.8%)

Cases concluded with no dividend
to any class of creditor 319 333 1,788 1,876 405 437

APPENDIX 12

LIQUIDATION AND RECEIVERSHIPS RECORDED IN THE REGISTER OF INSOLVENCIES

2006-07 2007-08

Receiverships 35 74

Compulsory Liquidations 558 505

Voluntary Liquidations

- Members 294 368

- Creditors 97 122

Total Voluntary Liquidations 391 490

Total Recorded Receiverships and Liquidations 984 1,069
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APPENDIX 13

DEBT ARRANGEMENT SCHEME DEBT PAYMENT PROGRAMMES

2006-07 2007-08

Debt Payment Programme applications received 134 470

Debt Payment Programmes rejected 6 28

Debt Payment Programmes approved7

Automatic approval (no conditions) 33 182

Automatic approval (with conditions) 17 78

Approved by the DAS Administrator 43 182

Approved by the Sheriff 6 0

Total 99 442

Applications to vary a Debt Payment Programme

Number of applications approved 20 146

Number of applications rejected 2 8

Total 22 154

Applications to Revoke a Debt Payment Programme

Number of applications approved 53 43

Number of applications rejected 60 25

Total 113 68

Completed Debt Payment Programmes 2 11

Total value of debts included in Debt Payment Programmes £3,421,684 £41,602,017

7 Figures for Debt Payment Programmes which have been approved represent the number of programmes in place on 31 March
of the relevant business year and exclude programmes which have been completed and programmes where an application for
revocation has been approved.
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APPENDIX 14

DEBT ARRANGEMENT SCHEME APPROVED MONEY ADVISERS

Local Authority Region 2006-07 2007-08

Aberdeen City 2 2
Aberdeenshire 2 3
Angus 3 4
Argyll & Bute 1 1
Clackmannanshire 3 4
Dumfries & Galloway 4 4
Dundee City 2 2
East Ayrshire 3 3
East Dunbartonshire 2 2
East Lothian 0 0
East Renfrewshire 4 4
Edinburgh City 3 3
Falkirk 5 6
Fife 11 11
Glasgow City 7 7
Highland 5 5
Inverclyde 1 1
Midlothian 0 1
Moray 1 0
North Ayrshire 6 6
North Lanarkshire Council 5 6
Orkney 1 1
Perth & Kinross 0 0
Renfrewshire 3 2
Scottish Borders 2 2
Shetland 0 0
South Ayrshire Council 3 3
South Lanarkshire Council 9 9
Stirling 1 2
West Dunbartonshire 1 1
West Lothian 1 1
Western Isles 1 1

Total Approved Money Advisers: 92 98



DIRECTORS' REPORT
THE AGENCY’S ACCOUNTS HAVE BEEN
PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
DIRECTION BY THE SCOTTISH
MINISTERS, AS REPRODUCED
ON PAGE 58.

THE REPORT AND ACCOUNTS
ARE PRESENTED FOR THE
FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED
31 MARCH 2008.
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1. HISTORY OF BODY
The history of bankruptcy is enshrined in legislation and the administration of
it has been closely associated with the courts. The Bankruptcy Act of 1621 is
the earliest recorded statute dealing with bankruptcy. Legislation has
developed slowly, with further enactments to the process of sequestration in
1696, 1772, 1783, 1856 and 1913, reflecting social and economic factors over
the years.

The Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act 1985 introduced public funding to underwrite
the process where there were insufficient funds, or realisable assets, in a
debtor's estate to cover the costs of sequestration. Legislation in 1993 altered
petitioning rights and changed the way public funding was provided. It also
provided that The Accountant in Bankruptcy, when appointed trustee, could
use his or her own staff, or appoint agents, to act on their behalf.

Accountant in Bankruptcy (the Agency) was established as an Executive
Agency on 2 April 2002. The framework within which the Agency operates is
set out in the Agency Framework Document (available on www.aib.gov.uk)
which includes the financial delegations. The Accountant in Bankruptcy (The
Accountant) is also the Agency’s Chief Executive and the current office holder
was appointed by Scottish Ministers under section 1 of the Bankruptcy
(Scotland) Act 1985 to take up office from 30 September 2002.

Scottish Ministers delegated functions under the Debt Arrangement and
Attachment (Scotland) Act 2002 and the Agency was appointed the Debt
Arrangement Scheme (DAS) administrator. The Debt Arrangement Scheme
became operational on 30 November 2004. Changes to the DAS scheme came
into effect on 30 June 2008, introducing a ‘stop’ on creditor enforcement action
and a freeze on interest.

The Bankruptcy and Diligence etc. (Scotland) Act 2007 gained Royal Assent on
15 January 2007 and aimed to reform and streamline the process of
bankruptcy.

Following the passage of the Bankruptcy and Diligence etc. (Scotland) Act 2007
in January 2007, formal responsibility for the development of bankruptcy policy
in Scotland was transferred from the then, Scottish Executive Justice
Department to the Agency.
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2. AIMS
The principal aim of the Agency is to carry out the statutory and other
functions laid on The Accountant efficiently, effectively, and with due regard to
the interests of creditors and debtors.

During the year, the Agency managed its resources to deliver these functions
within the approved budget bill funding of £6.918m. The resources used during
the year were net revenue costs of £6.48m and capital costs of £0.415m, which
amount to £6.895m. The saving of £0.23m is 0.33% of budgeted resources.

The spring budget revision voted an additional amount of £0.833m and this
was not utilised.

3. PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The Agency’s staff carry out the following statutory functions of The Accountant:

a) maintain the registers of sequestrated estates, protected trust deeds and
corporate insolvencies;

b) supervise the performance of interim and permanent trustees and
commissioners in Scotland;

c) undertake the functions of commissioners in sequestrations where none
are elected to office;

d) undertake the functions of interim and permanent trustee in sequestrations
where The Accountant in Bankruptcy is appointed;

e) administer the application of the Insolvency Act 1986 in relation to the
devolved provisions of corporate insolvency in Scotland; and

f) administer the Debt Arrangement Scheme under the Debt Arrangement
and Attachment (Scotland) Act 2002.

4. RESULTS ON ACCRUALS BASIS
Accountant in Bankruptcy is a supply-financed Agency of the Scottish
Government and is accounted for under the Scotland Act 1998.

The Operating Cost Statement shows income and the net cost of operations on
an accruals basis. The net cost of operations, amounting to £6.48m (2006-07
£6.871m), represents the cost of work undertaken by the Agency. It has been
calculated after including a number of notional and non-cash costs. Details
are given in the Notes to the accounts.



5. POST BALANCE SHEET EVENTS
There were no major significant post balance sheet
events.

6. FIXED ASSETS
The major purchases in the course of the year were
in respect of the assets arising from development
of MIDAS, comprising mainly of IT infrastructure
equipment and software.

7. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The Agency aims to keep abreast of all technical
innovation, products and system developments and
published an updated IS Strategy during the year
aimed at ensuring the most efficient delivery of its
services.

The most significant in-year activity is the
continued development of MIDAS to replace the
Insolvency Reporting and Information System (IRIS)
as the Agency’s main database. IRIS, which was
developed in the 1980s, had reached the limits of
its capabilities. Migration to a modern case
management system in May 2008 enables the
delivery of business efficiencies and supports
changes to bankruptcy legislation.

Other significant developments include the transfer
of the Agency’s desk top computing software and
infrastructure to the SCOTS network, the
implementation of the Register of Insolvencies
(RoI) on-line as the Agency’s first web-based e-
service and the roll-out of Electronic Records and
Document Management (eRDM) to our policy and
support teams.

These, along with other improvements, will comply
with the Government’s e-Government
Interoperability Framework (e-GIF) requirements
(for further details see www.egifcompliance.org),
and provide a robust and coherent IT system
capable of further development to meet the plans
for the Agency.

8. FUTURE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
During the year, the Agency published its Business
Strategy that sets out the strategic goals for the
Agency until 2011. The Strategy is available on the
Agency’s website.

The Bankruptcy and Diligence etc. (Scotland) Act
2007 received Royal Assent in January 2007. The
legislation provides for a number of potential
changes to the management and administration of
bankruptcy in Scotland that the Agency is currently
looking at implementing.

The transfer of the policy development function to
the Agency also provides the framework for future
business developments. For example the Agency
consulted on Low Income, Low Assets – A New
Route into Bankruptcy and Credit Union Debts in
Protected Trust Deeds in March 2008 and is
discussing the responses with the new Scottish
Government.

9. PENSIONS
Details about the Agency’s Pension Costs are
included in Note 2 to these accounts and in the
Remuneration Report.
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3310. BOARD MEMBERS
During the year, the Strategic Board of the Agency comprised:

Name Role

Gillian Thompson Chief Executive

Marion McCormack* Head of Case Operations and Operational Policy
(to 29/02/08)

David Wallace Head of Corporate Services

Sharon Bell Head of Policy Development (from 31/10/07)

Fiona Gavine Non-Executive Board Member

Stuart Muir Non-Executive Board Member

*With effect from 1 March 2008, Marion McCormack has worked on secondment with the Justice
& Communities Directorate of the Scottish Government.

Details of remuneration are contained within the Remuneration Report.

11. DISABLED EMPLOYEES/EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
Permanent Agency staff are all Civil Servants employed by the Scottish
Government and have positive policies in place in relation to disabled
employees. Special facilities are provided where necessary. Every effort is
made to comply with equal opportunities legislation.

12. CHARITABLE DONATIONS
A charitable donation of £250 each was made to both the John Lynch Renal
Unit and Spinal Injuries Unit, Southern General Hospital in lieu of the printing
and postage costs of corporate Christmas cards.

13. PAYMENTS TO SUPPLIERS
The Agency complies with the Confederation of British Industry prompt
payment code and is committed to the prompt payment of bills for goods and
services received. Payments are normally made as specified in the contract. If
there is no contractual provision or other understanding, they are due to be
made within 30 days of the receipt of the goods and services, or the
presentation of a valid invoice or similar demand, whichever is later. In 2007-08
93.2% (2006-07, 98%) of invoices were paid on time.

14. AUDIT
The accounts for 2007-08 were audited by auditors appointed by the Auditor
General for Scotland. Audit Scotland was appointed to carry out this audit and
the notional fee for this service was £46k (2006-07 - £42k), which relates solely
to the provision of statutory audit services.

GILLIAN THOMPSON
Chief Executive
28 October 2008
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REMUNERATION
REPORT
REMUNERATION POLICY
The remuneration of all the Agency’s management and employees is set by the
Scottish Government.

SERVICE CONTRACTS
Civil Service appointments are made in accordance with the Civil Service
Commissioners’ Recruitment Code, which requires appointment to be on merit
on the basis of fair and open competition but also includes the circumstances
when appointments may otherwise be made.

Unless otherwise stated below, the officials covered by this report hold
appointments which are open-ended. Early termination, other than for
misconduct, would result in the individual receiving compensation as set out in
the Civil Service Compensation Scheme.

Further information about the work of the Civil Service Commissioners can be
found at www.civilservicecommissioners.gov.uk

SALARY AND PENSION ENTITLEMENTS
The following sections provide details of the remuneration and pension
interests of the most senior officials of the Agency.

REMUNERATION

2007-08 2006-07
Salary £’000 Salary £’000

Gillian Thompson
Chief Executive 60-65 60-65

Marion McCormack
Head of Case Operations 40-45 40-45

David Wallace
Head of Corporate Services 40-45 35-40

Sharon Bell
Head of Policy Development from 31/10/07 15-20 -

Fiona Gavine
Non Executive Board Member 0-5 -

Stuart Muir
Non Executive Board Member 0-5 -
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SALARY
‘Salary’ includes gross salary; performance pay or bonuses; overtime; and any
other allowance to the extent that it is subject to UK taxation. This report is
based on payments made within the year by the Agency.

BENEFITS IN KIND
There were no benefits in kind within 2007-08 (2006-07 – Nil).

PENSION BENEFITS

Accrued pension Real increase
at age 60 as at in pension and CETV at Real

31/3/08 and related related lump CETV at 31/3/07 increase
lump sum sum at age 60 31/3/08 Restated in CETV

£’000 £’000 £’000 £’000 £’000

Gillian Thompson 25-30 plus 2.5-5 plus 575 450 62
lump sum of lump sum of

75-80 5-7.5

Marion McCormack 0-5# 0-2.5# 24 13* 8

David Wallace 5-10 0-2.5 100 78* 7
plus lump sum plus lump sum

of 20-25 of 0-2.5

Sharon Bell 0-5 0-2.5 52 40* 6
plus lump sum plus lump sum

of 5-10 of 0-2.5

* denotes that this figure has not been restated

# denotes that no lump sum is automatically payable and is an amendment from the statement made last year
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PENSION BENEFITS CONTINUED...

Pension benefits are provided through the Civil
Service Pension arrangements. From 1 October
2002, civil servants may be in one of three statutory
based ‘final salary’ defined benefit schemes
(classic, premium, and classic plus). The Schemes
are unfunded with the cost of benefits met by
monies voted by Parliament each year. Pensions
payable under classic, premium, and classic plus
are increased annually in line with changes in the
Retail Prices Index. New entrants after 1 October
2002 may choose between membership of
premium or joining a good quality ‘money
purchase’ stakeholder arrangement with a
significant employer contribution (partnership
pension account).

Employee contributions are set at the rate of 1.5%
of pensionable earnings for classic and 3.5% for
premium and classic plus. Benefits in classic
accrue at the rate of 1/80th of pensionable salary
for each year of service. In addition, a lump sum
equivalent to three years’ pension is payable on
retirement. For premium, benefits accrue at the
rate of 1/60th of final pensionable earnings for
each year of service. Unlike classic, there is no
automatic lump sum (but members may give up
(commute) some of their pension to provide a lump
sum). Classic plus is essentially a variation of
premium, but with benefits in respect of service
before 1 October 2002 calculated broadly in the
same way as in classic.

The partnership pension account is a stakeholder
pension arrangement, which, in the year under
review, no employee utilised.

Further details about the Civil Service pension
arrangements can be found at the website
www.civilservice-pensions.gov.uk

CASH EQUIVALENT TRANSFER VALUES
A Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV) is the
actuarially assessed capitalised value of the
pension scheme benefits accrued by a member at
a particular point in time. The benefits valued are
the member’s accrued benefits and any contingent
spouse’s pension payable from the scheme. A CETV
is a payment made by a pension scheme or
arrangement to secure pension benefits in another
pension scheme or arrangement when the
member leaves a scheme and chooses to transfer
the benefits accrued in their former scheme. The
pension figures shown relate to the benefits that
the individual has accrued as a consequence of
their total membership of the pension scheme, not
just their service in a senior capacity to which
disclosure applies. The CETV figures, and from
2003-04 the other pension details, include the
value of any pension benefit in another scheme or
arrangement which the individual has transferred
to the Civil Service Pension arrangements and for
which the Civil Superannuation Vote has received a
transfer payment commensurate with the
additional pension liabilities being assumed. They
also include any additional pension benefit accrued
to the member as a result of their purchasing
additional years of pension service in the scheme
at their own cost. CETVs are calculated within the
guidelines and framework prescribed by the
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.

REAL INCREASE IN CETV
This reflects the increase in CETV effectively funded
by the employer. It takes account of the increase in
accrued pension due to inflation, contributions paid
by the employee (including the value of any benefits
transferred from another pension scheme or
arrangement) and uses common market valuation
factors for the start and end of the period.

GILLIAN THOMPSON
Chief Executive
28 October 2008
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STATEMENT OF THE
AGENCY’S AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE’S
RESPONSIBILITIES
Under section 19(4) of the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act
2000, the Scottish Ministers have directed Accountant in Bankruptcy to prepare
a statement of accounts for each financial year in the form and on the basis
set out in the direction on page 58. The accounts are prepared on an accruals
basis and must give a true and fair view of the Agency’s state of affairs at the
year-end and of its income and expenditure, recognised gains and losses and
cash flows for the financial year.

In preparing accounts, the Agency is required to:

> observe the accounts direction, including the relevant accounting and
disclosure requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on a
consistent basis;

>make judgments and estimates on a reasonable basis;

> state whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, and
disclose and explain any material departures in the financial statements;
and

> prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis, unless it is
inappropriate to presume that the Agency will continue in operation.

The Principal Accountable Officer of the Scottish Government has appointed
the Chief Executive of Accountant in Bankruptcy as the Accountable Officer for
the Agency. The relevant responsibilities as Accountable Officer, including
responsibility for the propriety and regularity of the public finances and for the
keeping of proper records, are set out in the Memorandum to Accountable
Officers’ issued by the Scottish Ministers.



STATEMENT ON
INTERNAL CONTROL
SCOPE OF RESPONSIBILITY
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for
maintaining a sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of the Agency's policies,
aims and objectives set by the Scottish Ministers,
whilst safeguarding the public funds and assets for
which I am personally responsible, in accordance
with the responsibilities assigned to me.

The Scottish Public Finance Manual (SPFM) is
issued by the Scottish Ministers to provide
guidance to the Scottish Government and other
relevant bodies on the proper handling of public
funds. It is mainly designed to ensure compliance
with statutory and parliamentary requirements,
promote value for money and high standards of
propriety, and secure effective accountability and
good systems of internal control.

PURPOSE OF THE SYSTEM
OF INTERNAL CONTROL
The system of internal control is designed to
manage, rather than eliminate, the risk of failure to
achieve the organisation's policies, aims and
objectives. It can therefore only provide reasonable
and not absolute assurance of effectiveness.

The system of internal control is based on an
ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise
the principal risks to the achievement of the
Agency’s policies, aims and objectives; to evaluate
likelihood of those risks being realised, the nature
and extent of those risks and to manage them
efficiently, effectively and economically.

The process within the Agency accords with the
SPFM and has been in place for the year ended
31 March 2008 and up to the date of approval of the
annual report and accounts and accords with
guidance from the Scottish Ministers.

RISK AND CONTROL FRAMEWORK
The Agency is subject to the requirements of the
SPFM and must operate a risk management
strategy in accordance with relevant guidance
issued by the Scottish Ministers. The general
principles for a successful risk management
strategy are set out in the SPFM.

I have continually reviewed our capacity to manage
the risks during the course of the year. To deliver
the Agency's aims and objectives the Strategic
Board met regularly to assess and manage the
risks identified in the strategic risk register. My
Audit Committee, now chaired by an external Non
Executive Board Member, takes a lead role in
ensuring the risk management strategy is
functioning adequately. Detailed Agency wide
guidance is in place and risk is embedded in all our
processes and procedures with continual
monitoring of branch and strategic risk registers.

More generally, the Agency is committed to a
process of continuous development and
improvement; developing systems in response to
any relevant reviews and developments in best
practice in this area.

In particular, in the period covering the year to
31 March and up to the signing of the accounts,
the Agency has:

> Implemented a further release of MIDAS, the new
case management system, to coincide with the
implementation of Bankruptcy Reforms. As well
as allowing the Agency to carry-out new functions,
MIDAS continues to bring increased efficiency.
Significant work was undertaken to ensure that
MIDAS and the financial system (SAGE) were
reconciled and controls are in place to ensure the
integrity of the interface between the systems.
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> Transferred the support and delivery of our ICT
services to the Scottish Government under a
'managed service' arrangement.

> Implemented a robust debtor management
process through the reconciliation of MIDAS
and SAGE. The financial system has been
further developed and the credit control system
will continue to be improved.

> Improved its procedures for Bank
reconciliations with better controls and
processes put in place to ensure that they are
completed on a regular basis.

> Improved the disclosure of third party assets.
Existing systems are already in place to record
third party funds held in sequestration accounts.
To comply with increased disclosure requirements
in the annual report and accounts, an exercise was
carried out to record in-house data for other third
party assets. This process will be developed to
include externally managed cases in future years.

REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS
As Accountable Officer, I have responsibility for
reviewing the effectiveness of the system of
internal control. My review is informed by:

> the executive managers within the organisation
who have responsibility for the development and
maintenance of the internal control framework;

> the work of the internal auditors of the Scottish
Government's Finance Directorate, who submit
regular reports to the Agency's Audit
Committee. These reports provide independent
and objective opinion on the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Agency's systems of internal
control together with recommendations for
improvement as appropriate; and

> comments made by Audit Scotland in its
management letters and other reports.

I have also been advised on the implications of the
review of the effectiveness of the system of internal
control by my Strategic Board, and the Audit
Committee.

In addition, the following processes have informed
my review:

> During the year, the Strategic Board met
quarterly to consider the strategic direction of
the Agency and to report to me on progress
made on delivering targets and special projects.

> Quarterly meetings were held with our 'Fraser
Figure' (the Director, Civil & International
Justice of the Scottish Government who
facilitates relations between the Agency and the
Scottish Government). A report on the Agency's
activities and progress towards meeting targets
was prepared quarterly to inform discussions at
these meetings. Executive members of my
Strategic Board and the Scottish Government
Finance Justice Team Leader attended and
supported these meetings.

> Information provided by the core financial
systems of the Scottish Government which the
Agency uses and relies on to carry out our own
accounting and payment functions and some of
our procurement of goods and services.

Appropriate action is in place to address any
weaknesses identified and to ensure the continuous
improvement of the system of internal control.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
During the year, the key focus for the Agency and
significant effort went into the continued preparation of
the Agency for strategic and operational changes in
readiness for the implementation of Bankruptcy
legislation, the Bankruptcy and Diligence etc.
(Scotland) Act 2007. The reforms, including the receipt
of debtor applications directly to the Agency and the
introduction of a new Low Income Low Asset (LILA)
route into bankruptcy, came into force on the 1 April
2008.
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In the course of the year, we have also:
> Continued a programme of improvements within our procurement processes to reflect the changes that
have taken place within both the Scottish Government and the Agency. The Scottish Government's P2P
(Purchase to Pay) programme has fully embedded the SG corporate system (EASEbuy) for the purchase of
all, non case related, goods and services. We are continuing to consider how our new case management
system (MIDAS), can bring additional control to the purchasing of case-related services.

>Worked at continually improving our financial reporting which has been enhanced and expanded to
include individual monthly management accounts by business unit (cost centre) to allow Budget Centre
Liaison Officers (BCLOs) to monitor their financial statements.

> Rolled-out Agency wide and individual budgets which were signed off for 2008-09 by the Strategic
Board and these were sufficiently detailed to allow BCLOs to fully monitor their financial statements
and make projections throughout the financial year.

> Focused considerable effort on the development and implementation of a robust business modelling
tool to mirror the operational activity of the Agency. The modelling tool has also been embedded in an
enhanced business planning cycle which will allow us to make continual improvements to our
operational effectiveness and also plan for longer term financial and operational scenarios.

Further improvements on procurement and financial monitoring are continuing in 2008-09.

The Summary of AiB Performance details our performance against targets. We met the majority of our
targets but fell slightly short as listed below:

Target Actual

Paid invoices within 30-day credit period 100% 93.2%

Request Act and Warrant within 28 days of the circular to creditors 100% 99%

Examine Sederunt books within 6 weeks of receipt 95% 87%

Of those targets we missed, the target for Request Act and Warrant within 28 days of the circular to creditors
was missed by 1% against a 100% target, although this again represented an improvement on prior year.

Our payment performance target fell from that of 2006-07 due in part to the implementation of P2Pwhich required
retrospective processing of purchase orders, the need to attach an audit trail and an increased number of queries.
Since processes have been bedded in, the performance for 2008-09 is expected to be significantly better.

Due to the transfer to the MIDAS case management system, a number of management reports could not
be reliably used to generate figures for key performance indicators. The performance indicators for Paying
Dividends to creditors and the Gross and Net costs for discharged cases was not available in a reliable
comparable format. This is being examined for the current year.

This also led to incorrect data being used in the monitoring of the target for examining Sederunt books and
the drop in performance against that KPI. This was fixed and corrected in-year, but not in time to recover
performance against target.

GILLIAN THOMPSON
Chief Executive
28 October 2008



INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR'S REPORT

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT TO
ACCOUNTANT IN BANKRUPTCY, THE
AUDITOR GENERAL FOR SCOTLAND AND
THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT
I have audited the financial statements of Accountant in Bankruptcy for the
year ended 31 March 2008 under the Public Finance and Accountability
(Scotland) Act 2000. These comprise the Operating Cost Statement and
Statement of Recognised Gains and Losses, Balance Sheet, the Cash Flow
Statement and the related notes. These financial statements have been
prepared under the accounting policies set out within them. I have also
audited the information in the Remuneration Report that is described in that
report as having been audited.

This report is made solely to the parties to whom it is addressed in
accordance with the Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 and
for no other purpose. In accordance with paragraph 123 of the Code of Audit
Practice approved by the Auditor General for Scotland, I do not undertake to
have responsibilities to members or officers, in their individual capacities, or
to third parties.
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RESPECTIVE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
AGENCY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND AUDITOR
The Agency and Chief Executive are responsible for
preparing the Annual Report, which includes the
Remuneration Report, and the financial statements
in accordance with the Public Finance and
Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 and directions
made thereunder by the Scottish Ministers. The
Chief Executive is also responsible for ensuring the
regularity of expenditure and receipts. These
responsibilities are set out in the Statement of
Agency Chief Executive’s Responsibilities.

My responsibility is to audit the financial
statements and the part of the Remuneration
Report to be audited in accordance with relevant
legal and regulatory requirements and with
International Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland) as required by the Code of Audit Practice
approved by the Auditor General for Scotland.

I report to you my opinion as to whether the
financial statements give a true and fair view and
whether the financial statements and the part of
the Remuneration Report to be audited have been
properly prepared in accordance with the Public
Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 and
directions made thereunder by the Scottish
Ministers. I report to you whether in my opinion, the
information which comprises the sections Our Role
and Purpose, Our Vision, Aim and Values, Our
Stakeholders, Management Commentary,
Summary of AiB Performance and Statistical
Information included in the Annual Report, is
consistent with the financial statements. I also
report whether in all material respects

> the expenditure and receipts shown in the
financial statements were incurred or applied in
accordance with any applicable enactments and
guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers, the
Budget (Scotland) Act covering the financial
year and sections 4 to 7 of the Public Finance
and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000; and

> the sums paid out of the Scottish Consolidated
Fund for the purpose of meeting the

expenditure shown in the financial statements
were applied in accordance with section 65 of
the Scotland Act 1998.

In addition, I report to you, if in my opinion, the
Agency has not kept proper accounting records, if I
have not received all the information and
explanations I require for my audit, or if information
specified by relevant authorities regarding
remuneration and other transactions is not
disclosed.

I review whether the Statement on Internal Control
reflects the Agency’s compliance with Scottish
Government guidance and I report if, in my opinion,
it does not. I am not required to consider whether
this statement covers all risks and controls or to
form an opinion on the effectiveness of the
Agency’s corporate governance procedures or its
risk and control procedures.

I read the other information contained in the
Annual Report and consider whether it is
consistent with the audited financial statements.
This other information comprises only the
Foreword by The Accountant in Bankruptcy and the
Agency Chief Executive, and the unaudited part of
the Remuneration Report. I consider the
implications for my report if I become aware of any
apparent misstatements or material
inconsistencies with the financial statements. My
responsibilities do not extend to any other
information.

BASIS OF AUDIT OPINION
I conducted my audit in accordance with the Public
Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 and
International Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland) issued by the Auditing Practices Board as
required by the Code of Audit Practice approved by
the Auditor General for Scotland. An audit includes
examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant to
the amounts, disclosures and regularity of
expenditure and receipts included in the financial
statements and the part of the Remuneration
Report to be audited. It also includes an
assessment of the significant estimates and
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judgements made by the Agency and Chief
Executive in the preparation of the financial
statements, and of whether the accounting policies
are appropriate to the Agency’s circumstances,
consistently applied and adequately disclosed.

I planned and performed my audit so as to obtain
all the information and explanations which I
considered necessary in order to provide me with
sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance
that the financial statements and the part of the
Remuneration Report to be audited are free from
material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or
error, and that in all material respects the
expenditure and receipts shown in the financial
statements were incurred or applied in accordance
with any applicable enactments and guidance
issued by the Scottish Ministers. In forming my
opinion I also evaluated the overall adequacy of the
presentation of information in the financial
statements and the part of the Remuneration
Report to be audited.

OPINION
Financial statements
In my opinion

> the financial statements give a true and fair
view, in accordance with Public Finance and
Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 and
directions made thereunder by the Scottish
Ministers, of the state of affairs of Accountant in
Bankruptcy as at 31 March 2008 and of the net
operating cost, recognised gains and losses and
cash flows for the year then ended;

> the financial statements and the part of the
Remuneration Report to be audited have been
properly prepared in accordance with the Public

Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000
and directions made thereunder by the Scottish
Ministers; and

> information which comprises only the sections
Our Role and Purpose, Our Vision, Aim and
Values, Our Stakeholders, Management
Commentary, Summary of AiB Performance
and Statistical Information included in the
Annual Report, is consistent with the financial
statements.

Regularity
In my opinion in all material respects

> the expenditure and receipts shown in the
financial statements were incurred or applied in
accordance with any applicable enactments and
guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers, the
Budget (Scotland) Act covering the financial
year and sections 4 to 7 of the Public Finance
and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000; and

> the sums paid out of the Scottish Consolidated
Fund for the purpose of meeting the
expenditure shown in the financial statements
were applied in accordance with section 65 of
the Scotland Act 1998.

DAVID JAMIESON CPFA
Audit Scotland
Floor 7, Plaza Tower
East Kilbride
G74 1LW
28 October 2008
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ACCOUNT SCHEDULES

OPERATING COST STATEMENT

ACCOUNTANT IN BANKRUPTCY ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2007-08
Authorised for issue on 28 October 2008

OPERATING COST STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2008

2007-08 2006-07
Note £000 £000 £000 £000

Income

Operating Income 4 4,820 4,606

Expenditure

Staff Costs 2 4,294 3,675

Other Operating Costs 3 1,399 1,873

Direct Sequestration Costs 5,270 5,694

Depreciation 337 235

Total expenditure 11,300 11,477

Operating cost for the year 6,480 6,871

All income and expenditure is derived from continuing operations. There were no discontinued
activities. There were no material acquisitions or disposals in the year.

STATEMENT OF RECOGNISED
GAINS AND LOSSES

STATEMENT OF RECOGNISED GAINS AND LOSSES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2008

2007-08 2006-07
Note £000 £000

Net gain on revaluation of
tangible fixed assets 12 56 0

Total 56 0

The notes on pages 47 to 57 form part of these accounts.
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BALANCE SHEET

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 MARCH 2008

31 March 2008 31 March 2007
Note £000 £000 £000 £000

Fixed assets

Tangible assets 5 1,490 1,310

Intangible assets 6 249 295

1,739 1,605

Current assets

Debtors and prepayments 7 1,894 1,281

Cash at bank and in hand 8 174 72

2,068 1,353

Creditors (amounts falling due
within one year) 9 -3,150 -2,718

Provisions 10 -40 -80

Net current assets -1,122 –1445

Total assets less current liabilities 617 160

Taxpayers' equity

General fund 11 561 160

Revaluation reserve 12 56 -

Total 617 160

GILLIAN THOMPSON

Chief Executive
28 October 2008

The notes on pages 47 to 57 form part of these accounts.

ACCOUNTANT IN BANKRUPTCY ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2007-08
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2008

2007-08 2006-07
Note £000 £000

Net cash outflow from operating activities A -6,304 -6,424

Capital expenditure B -415 -634

Financing C 6,821 7,129

Increase/(decrease) in cash in period 102 71

a) Reconciliation of operating costs to operating cash flows

Net operating cost per Operating Cost Statement -6,480 -6,871

Adjust for non-cash transactions 397 276

Adjust for movements in working capital other than cash -181 254

Net movement on provisions -40 -83

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from operating activities -6,304 -6,424

b) Analysis of capital expenditure

Tangible fixed asset additions -411 -164

Intangible fixed asset additions -4 -202

Net movement in creditors for capital 0 -268

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from investing activities -415 -634

c) Analysis of financing

Grant from Scottish Government 6,821 7,129

Net financing 6,821 7,129

The notes on pages 47 to 57 form part of these accounts.

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
ACCOUNTANT IN BANKRUPTCY ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2007-08
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NOTES TO THE
ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTANT IN BANKRUPTCY ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2007-08

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2008

1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES

1.01 BASIS OF PREPARATION
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with the 2007-08
Government Financial Reporting Manual (FReM) and applicable accounting
standards under the historical cost convention, modified by the revaluation of
fixed assets and in accordance with the Accounts Direction given by the
Scottish Ministers which is reproduced as page 58 of the accounts.

1.02 TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
Land and Buildings comprises fitting out costs for the Kilwinning premises.
The basis of valuation is that they are valued by professional valuers every
five years and updated for increases in RPI on an annual basis. The first
professional valuation is due in 2011.

IT equipment and plant and machinery have been stated at historic cost as at
31 March 2008; They are not indexed, in line with Scottish Government
guidance.

Internally developed software is valued at cost. This, together with related
hardware and consultancy costs, have been incorporated within IT Equipment.
Until it is brought into use, it is treated as an Asset Under Construction and
depreciation is only charged once it becomes operational.

The carrying values of tangible fixed assets are reviewed for impairment in
periods if events or changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value may
not be recoverable.

In line with Scottish Government policy, furniture, fixtures and fittings are
charged as an expense within the year of purchase and are not capitalised.

The thresholds for capitalisation of fixed assets are as follows:

Equipment £5,000

Computer equipment £100

1.03 INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS



1.03 INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
Intangible fixed assets have been stated at historic cost as at 31 March 2008.

Software licences are disclosed as intangible assets in accordance with the
FReM. The licences are amortised on a straight line basis over their expected
useful lives, which will be no greater than the legal term of the licence.

The threshold for capitalising intangible assets is £1,000.

The carrying values of intangible fixed assets are reviewed for impairment in
periods if events or changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value may
not be recoverable.

1.04 DEPRECIATION
Depreciation is provided on all tangible fixed assets, other than land, on a straight
line basis at rates calculated to write off the cost, less estimated residual value,
over their expected useful lives. Fixed assets are depreciated as follows:

Internal improvements to office premises 10 years

Computer equipment 3 years

Computer software and software licences Up to 10 years

Assets under construction are depreciated from the time of their being
brought into use.

1.05 STOCK
The cost of stationery and publications is charged as an expense within the
Operating Cost Statement.

1.06 OPERATING INCOME
Operating Income primarily comprises:

a) recovery of the Agency's fees from sequestration estates in relation to
setting trustees' remuneration and outlays and repayments to public funds.

b) charges made in respect of services rendered by the Agency upon demand
by both public and private persons and bodies.

Income is accrued in respect of recoverable elements of accrued expenditure
for cases currently under external administration. In accordance with FRS 5,
such income is recognised net of amounts deemed to be irrecoverable; 64% of
accrued income (2006-07 - 45%) was deemed irrecoverable.

Income is recognised in the period to which it relates.

1.07 VALUE ADDED TAX
Irrecoverable VAT is charged as an expense within the Operating Cost
Statement in the year in which it is incurred, apart from that which is
capitalised as part of estate values. Recoverable VAT is deducted from the
expenditure to which it relates.
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1.08 PENSIONS
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the Principal Civil
Service Pension Schemes (PCSPS) which are described in Note 2 (3). The
defined benefit schemes are unfunded and are non-contributory except in
respect of dependents' benefits. The Agency recognises the expected cost of
these elements on a systematic and rational basis over the period during
which it benefits from employees' services by payment to the PCSPS of
amounts calculated on an accruing basis. Liability for payment of future
benefits is a charge on the PCSPS.

In respect of the defined contribution schemes, the Agency recognises the
contributions payable for the year.

1.09 NOTIONAL COST OF CAPITAL
A charge, reflecting the cost of capital utilised by the Agency is included in
operating costs. The charge (or credit where net average liabilities exceed
assets) is calculated at the Government's standard rate of 3.5% (2006-07 -
3.5%) in real terms on all assets less liabilities.

1.10 OPERATING LEASES
Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to the income and
expenditure account on a straight line basis over the length of the lease. There
are no assets held under finance leases.

1.11 CENTRAL COSTS AND OVERHEADS
Certain central costs and overheads (auditor's remuneration and elements of
cost of capital) are charged on a notional basis to the Agency and they are
incorporated within the Operating Cost Statement.

1.12 INSURANCE
As the Agency adopts the standard Government policy not to insure other than
where required to do so in accordance with statutory requirements, and as
required by specific third parties, insurance premiums are only incurred in
these circumstances.

1.13 GOING CONCERN BASIS
Accounts have been compiled on a going concern basis.

1.14 PROVISIONS
Provisions for liabilities or charges are recognised in accordance with the
criteria and measurement bases of FRS12 - Provisions, Contingent Liabilities
and Contingent Assets.

1.15 LIABILITIES
All material amounts outstanding as at 31 March 2008 have been brought into
the Operating Cost Statement irrespective of when actual payments were
made.



2.02 PAYROLL COSTS
The aggregate payroll costs of these persons were as follows:

2 STAFF NUMBERS AND COSTS

2.01 STAFF NUMBERS
The average number of whole time equivalent persons employed (including senior management) was as
follows:
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STAFF NUMBERS

Senior Other Contingent Total No. Total No.
Branch Management Permanent Staff Workers 2007-08 2006-07

Case Operations 1.0 78.3 7.0 86.3 73.0

CE Office 1.0 0.5 0.4 1.9 2.0

Corporate Services 1.0 17.0 6.6 24.6 20.0

Operational Policy 1.0 4.6 0.8 6.4 4.0

Project Team 1.0 7.0 7.5 15.5 20.0

Technical Support Unit 0 0 0 0 8.0

Total 5.0 107.4 22.3 134.7 127.0

PAYROLL COSTS

2007-08 2006-07
£000 £000

Wages and Salaries 2,176 2,052

Social Security Costs 146 140

Other Pension Costs 388 378

Total 2,710 2,570

Contingent Workers 1,584 1,105

Total 4,294 3,675

Remuneration of the Chief Executive and other members of the
Strategic Board are included in the remuneration report
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OTHER OPERATING COSTS

2007-08 2006-07
£000 £000

Rentals under operating leases:

Other operating leases 325 499

Notional cost - audit 46 42

Notional cost - capital charge/(credit) 14 -

Accommodation 205 246

Building maintenance 39 15

Travel, subsistence 49 103

Other 721 968

Total 1,399 1,873

2.03 PENSIONS
The Principal Civil Service Scheme (PCSPS) is an unfunded multi-employer defined benefit scheme, but
the Agency is unable to identify its share of the underlying assets and liabilities. A full actuarial valuation
was carried out at 31 March 2003 and details can be found in the resource accounts of the Cabinet Office:
Civil Superannuation: www.civilservice-pensions.gov.uk

For 2007-08, employers contributions of £388k were payable to the PCSPS (2006-07 £378k) at one of three
rates in the range 17.1 to 25.5%(2006-07: 17.1 to 23.2%) of pensionable pay, based on salary bands. Rates
will remain the same next year, subject to revalorisation of the salary bands. The scheme's Actuary
reviews employer contributions every four years following a full scheme valuation. The contribution rates
reflect benefits as they are accrued, not when the costs are actually incurred; and they reflect past
experience of the scheme.

Employees joining after 1 October 2002 could opt to open a partnership account and within the year there
was no employee having made this option (2006-07 Nil).

Employer contribution to partnership pension account including risk benefit cover
There were no contributions to partnership pension account within 2007-08 (2006-07 - Nil).

Remuneration and Pension benefits
Strategic Board remuneration and pension benefits are contained within the Annual Report.

The Partnership Pension Account is a stakeholder pension arrangement, and no employee has elected to
participate in this scheme.

Further details about the CSP arrangements can be found at the website:
www.civilservice-pensions.gov.uk

3. OTHER OPERATING COSTS
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OPERATING INCOME

2007-08 2006-07
£000 £000

Refund to public purse 3,056 2,859

Fees and discharge certificates 1,658 1,680

Other income 21 7

Fees from consignations 62 38

Fees from DAS register 23 22

Total 4,820 4,606

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

Furniture,
Land & Fittings, IT Assets under

Buildings Equipment Equipment Construction Total
£000 £000 £000 £000 £000

Cost or Valuation

At 1 April 2007 736 27 844 0 1,607

Additions 0 13 80 318 411

Indexation 65 0 0 0 65

At 31 March 2008 801 40 924 318 2,083

Depreciation

At 1 April 2007 72 16 209 0 297

Provided during year 77 5 205 0 287

Backlog Depreciation 9 0 0 0 9

At 31 March 2008 158 21 414 0 593

Net Book Value

At 31 March 2008 643 19 510 318 1,490

At 1 April 2007 664 11 635 0 1,308

4. OPERATING INCOME

5. TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
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INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

Computer Software
£000

Cost or Valuation

At 1 April 2007 366

Additions 4

Disposals -

At 31 March 2008 370

Depreciation

At 1 April 2007 71

Provided during year 50

Disposals -

At 31 March 2008 121

Net Book Value

At 31 March 2008 249

At 1 April 2007 295

DEBTORS FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

31 March 2008 31 March 2007
£000 £000

a) Analysis by Type

Prepayments and accrued income 968 1,088

Other 320 193

VAT 606 -

Total 1,894 1,281

b) Intra Government Balances

Balances with other central
government bodies 607 -

Subtotal: Intra-government balances 607 -

Balances with bodies external to government 1,287 1,281

Total debtors 1,894 1,281

6. INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

7. DEBTORS FALLING DUEWITHIN ONE YEAR

In addition to the above there remained an amount of £nil due to be paid from
third party funds to central government body (2006-07 - £152k)
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CASH AT BANK AND IN HAND

31 March 2008 31 March 2007
£000 £000

a) Cash in hand

Balance at 1 April 2007 72 1

Net change in cash balance 102 71

Balance at 31 March 2008 174 72

CREDITORS - FALLING DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

31 March 2008 31 March 2007
£000 £000

Analysis by Type

Accruals and deferred income 3,058 2,410

Other Creditors 76 175

VAT 0 61

Intragovernment creditor 16 72

Total creditors 3,150 2,718

8. CASH AT BANK AND IN HAND

9. CREDITORS - FALLING DUEWITHIN ONE YEAR

As all payments and receipts are effected through SEAS, apart from an
account used as the means for clearing inward payments, no other separate
bank account is currently held by the Agency other than as detailed below.

b) Third Party Funds
Funds of £38.6m (2006-07 - £30.4m) are held on behalf of third parties within
interest bearing accounts. This mainly comprises of realised assets awaiting
repayment to the public purse and distribution to creditors £27.1m (2006-07 -
£21.9m); money consigned in respect of unclaimed dividends and unapplied
balances £11.5m (2006-07 - £8.5m). These funds are mainly held within Royal
Bank of Scotland accounts.

Unclaimed dividends and unapplied balances are, after 7 years, paid over to
the HM Treasury. These payments do not form part of the Agency accounts.
During 2007-08 these payments amounted to £217k (2006-07 - £154k), and are
based upon balances as at 31 December 2007.
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PROVISION

31 March 2008 31 March 2007
£000 £000

Balance at 1 April 2007 80 0

Provided 0 80

Reversed unutilised -40 0

Balance at 31 March 2008 40 80

GENERAL FUND

2007-08 2006-07
£000 £000

Balance at 1 April 2007 160 -140

Net parliamentary funding 6,821 7,129

Net transfer from operating activities –6,489 -6,871

Income not appropriated in aid payable to SCF

Non Cash Charges

Cost/(credit) re capital 14 0

Audit 46 60 42 42

General Fund at 31 March 2008 552 160

10. PROVISION

11. GENERAL FUND

This provision was made in the course of the prior year in respect of legal fees
that are expected to be incurred not only in relation to a specific case but in
respect of legislative changes also anticipated to be emanating from that. This
is expected to be incurred in less than 5 years.
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REVALUATION RESERVE

2007-08 2006-07
£000 £000

Balance at 1 April 2007 0 0

Revaluation surplus on fixed assets 56 0

Revaluation Reserve at 31 March 2008 56 0

COMMITMENTS UNDER LEASES

2007-08 2006-07
£000 £000

Obligations under operating leases comprise

Land and buildings:

Expiry within 1 year - -

Expiry after 1 year but not more than 5 years - 10

Expiry after 5 years 334 334

Total 334 344

CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

2007-08 2006-07
£000 £000

Contracted capital commitments at 31 March
2008 for which no provision has been made 0 0

12. REVALUATION RESERVE

13. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

14. COMMITMENTS UNDER LEASES
Commitments under operating leases to pay rentals during the year following
the year of these accounts are given in the table below, analysed according to
the period in which the lease expires.

Leases expiring in less than 5 years assume occupancy in accordance with
current relocation plans and includes share of service charges.



THIRD PARTY NON CASH ASSETS

2007-08 2007-08 2007-08 2006-07
No. of assets No. of assets No. of assets No. of assets

In-house Agent Total Total

Heritage 462 982 1,444 0

Life policies 632 1,345 1,977 0

Cars 629 1,337 1,966 0

Shares and other investments 132 281 413 0

Miscellaneous 72 153 225 0

Total 1,927 4,098 6,025 0

15. FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS
The Agency has entered into contracts (which are not leases or PFI contracts), for the
maintenance of IT equipment. Under the revised definition by the Scottish Government of
Financial Commitments, effective as from 1 April 2007, contracts in the normal course of
business do not require disclosure. On this basis the commitments for the year are nil (2006-07 Nil).

16. POST BALANCE SHEET EVENTS
There were no significant post balance sheet events requiring disclosure.

17. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
The Agency has contingent liabilities in respect of uninsured losses of the assets contained within the
estates that are in sequestration.

In accordance with the Scottish Public Finance Manual (SPFM) there is not the requirement to either
disclose or quantify this contingent liability.

18. LOSSES STATEMENT
Notional income, including accrued income, on sequestration estates not recoverable amounted to £1.9m
(2006-07 - £3.9m). There were no individual cases with a loss over £250,000 (2006-07 - Nil). There was a
total of 2,242 cases (2006-07 - 6,192 cases) which incurred some level of loss.

19. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Accountant in Bankruptcy is an Executive Agency of the Scottish Government. During the year the Agency
had various material transactions with the Scottish Government.

None of the senior management, or other parties related to them, has undertaken any material
transactions with the Agency.

20. THIRD PARTY NON CASH ASSETS

This is the first year that these figures have been compiled and there are no figures available for year
ended 2006-07. They represent the number of assets held.
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DIRECTION BY THE
SCOTTISH MINISTERS

ACCOUNTANT IN BANKRUPTCY

DIRECTION BY THE SCOTTISH MINISTERS
in accordance with section 19(4) of the Public Finance and Accountability
(Scotland) Act 2000

1. The statement of accounts for the financial year ended 31 March 2006 and
subsequent years shall comply with the accounting principles and
disclosure requirements of the edition of the Government Financial
Reporting Manual (FReM) which is in force for the year for which the
statement of accounts are prepared.

2. The accounts shall be prepared so as to give a true and fair view of the income
and expenditure, recognised gains and losses, and cash flows for the financial
year, and of the state of affairs as at the end of the financial year.

3. This direction shall be reproduced as an appendix to the statement of
accounts. The direction given on 28 March 2003 is hereby revoked.

ALYSON STAFFORD
Signed by the authority of the Scottish Ministers
Dated 17 January 2006
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HOW TO CONTACT US
Address Accountant in Bankruptcy, 1 Pennyburn Road

Kilwinning, Ayrshire KA13 6SA

LP-4 KILWINNING

Telephone 0845 612 6460
Fax 0845 612 6470
Helpline 0845 762 6171

for general advice or queries on
the sequestration process and
trust deeds in Scotland

Website www.aib.gov.uk
for advice on the administration
of the sequestration process
in Scotland
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